Background: Single nucleotide substitutions (SNS) in genetic codon are of prime importance due to their ability to alter an amino acid sequence as a result. Given the nature of genetic code, any SNS is expected to change the protein sequence randomly into any of the 64 possible codons. In this paper, we present a theoretical analysis of how single nucleotide substitutions in genetic codon may affect resulting amino acid residue and what is the most likely amino acid that will get selected as a result. Methods: A probability matrix was developed showing possible changes and routes likely being followed as a result of base substitution mutation causing changes at the translational level for the amino acid being encoded. Results: We observe that in event of single base pair substitution in a given amino acid; a chosen set of amino acids is theoretically more probable to be resulted suggesting a directional rather than a random change. This study also indicates that for a given amino acid coded by a number of synonymous codons, all synonymous codons will result into same list of amino acids in case of all possible SNS at three positions.
Background:
Central dogma of molecular biology and more appropriately of life suggests that the genetic information in DNA is coded in sets of three bases called a triplet which is more evident at the mature mRNA level (after due post transcriptional and mRNA splicing/editing) [1] . The processed mRNA mobilizes out of the nucleus, into the cytoplasm and is then translated into polypeptide chains which form the functional basis of existence of life [2] . The triplets encoding amino acids show degeneracy to a certain level thereby having more than one kind of codon for a given amino acid [3, 4, 5] . The nucleotides in a DNA strand are prone to modifications, substitutions, insertions, deletions collectively referred to as mutations. These mutations can occur due to several factors out of which spontaneous mutation by environmental selection pressures, mutagens, slippage during replication, errors of DNA polymerase, errors in transcription are the most common reasons [5, 6, 7] . A mature transcript is an open reading frame consisting of codons. These codons may code for a particular amino acid and sometimes, many codons code for the same amino acid [1] . This phenomenon of multiple codons encoding the same amino acid is called codon degeneracy. Reportedly, there is a huge bias for preferring a particular codon over others for an amino acid in an organism; a phenomenon referred to as codon (usage) bias [8] . The degenerate codon are said to have different frequency of occurrence and are subject to being favored depending on whether a genome is GC or AT rich [8] . Although being neutral at protein sequence level, occurrence of degenerate codons offers evolutionary advantages and contributes to genetic robustness. According to Archetti (2006) [9], natural selection may lead to a preference for codons reducing the impact of errors. Any single nucleotide change in such degenerate or synonymous codons is expected to result differently depending on which position is undergoing substitution [10, 11, 12, 13]. With an assumption that the net outcome would be random according to the nature of the code we attempt to envisage the possible amino acid substitutions occurring when single base 
Methodology:
A Perl script (PERL, https://www.perl.org /) using Strawberry PERL version 5.22.0.1 available at URL http:// strawberryperl. com/ was written (shown in Box 1) to generate a list of all possible amino acids that can be formed when each nucleotide position in a given codon is replaced by a given nucleotide A, U, G or C. The program works by replacing each position in a codon by every nucleotide for each codon of every amino acid (Figure 1) . The resulting amino acids were determined from the output file containing codons with all the possible replacements (Supplementary file 1 & 2 -available with authors). Pij value is defined as the ratio of the total number of times an amino acid 'i' is actually being replaced by amino acid 'j', to the total number of possible single base pair replacements made in an amino acid 'i'. The probability of each amino acid resulting from single base substitutions was calculated from the following relation: Pij = nj/∑ possible single base pair replacements of amino acid i Where, i is the amino acid being replaced; j is the amino acid had been substituted in place of i; Pij is the probability of single base pair replacement of amino acid i by an amino acid j. nj is the number of times a particular amino acid has been replaced within its space. Table 1 shows the matrix thus obtained containing Pij values as fractions for each amino acid with numerator denoting the number of times an amino acid replacement occurs and denominator depicting the total number of single base replacements. Table 2 is a modified version of Table 1 showing the derived probability of amino acid replacement at two decimal places. All the cells with zero values (null cells) were intentionally left blank. Table 3 is matrix division of total amino acids possible for each kind of amino acid and total number of observed transitions.
Result:
At the outset, we would like to declare that the results indicated here are reserved for amino acids showing codon degeneracy. The probability matrix (Table 1) shows that when a single base pair mutation takes place for a given set of synonymous codon, the probability of an amino acid changing into another is equal to in either direction for a given single base substitutions in almost all cases leaving some instances (indicated in relation below).
P(Si/Sj) = αi, where codons are synonymous It is also observed that although mutations lead to a wide range of amino acid changes in a protein sequence, but single base substitutions in genetic codons, in most cases result in no significant change at the amino acid level due to more or less equal probability of synonymous substitution (a change comprising of replacement of one amino acid with another of its own kind or group) or no change at all (Tables 2 -3 ). This is of course, excluding the case where there is only one codon for an amino acid (e.g. for Methionine etc). Tables 1 & 2 also indicates that an amino acid is bound to mutate into some selected (naturally pre-determined) amino acids irrespective of how the codons mutate given that there is a single base substitutions at a time for a given codon. From the perspective of synonymous and non-synonymous substitutions due to single base substitutions, our finding suggests that whenever such a mutation occurs in a codon, an amino acid may get replaced but only into a more similar amino acids or in other words, synonymous substitutions are more favored over nonsynonymous substitutions. This is generally true for high expression genes (HEG) as well as low expression genes (LEG) [14] . Table 2 indicates that the normalized probability of one kind of amino acid changing into other is same in both directions.
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Another interesting fact revealed from our analyses is that when single base substitutions takes place in synonymous codon substitutions are also synonymous and are at higher frequency over non-synonymous amino acid substitutions. This implies that for a radical or significant change in the protein sequence, it is the non-degenerate codon which act as putative targets for single base substitutions as otherwise degenerate ones will largely counter the effect of mutation. For instance, Tryptophan and Methionine resist changes and replacements by single base substitutions. The value of probabilities of replacement (Pij) in case of G->G, A->A, V->V, R->R and P->P are same, i.e., 0.33. The single base pair replacement of L->L has the highest Pij value, 0.35 among all the replacements. Thus, it proves that greater is the number of codons coding a particular amino acid, higher are its chances of synonymous substitutions despite single base substitutions s (for instance Leucine and Arginine). Similarly, Threonine is encoded by four codons which results in 15 different possible replacements across various groups when substitutions occurs. Although, the results also indicates that the total number of replacements need not be in perfect correspondence with the number of codons for a particular amino acids. For instance, while Leucine, Arginine and Serine are encoded by six codons, they still have lesser number of possible replacements as compared to Threonine (Table 2) . The amino acid residues under positive selection were detected and were predominantly of non-synonymous type. To substantiate the utility of our work, the nucleotide sequence of the AC4 gene along with other ORFs was analyzed (Figure 2 ) along with data described elsewhere [15] . It was found that the predicted substitution as per the probability matrix developed in this work exemplarily corresponds with the real sequence data. For instance, there is a substitution from serine to phenylalanine and cysteine in AC4 multiple sequence alignment [15] . On cross-checking the probability of this substitution in the probability matrix, it is among the highest (2/18 and 4/18) which shows our matrix to correctly model the directional substitutions. Table 1 : An amino acid replacement probability matrix (ARPM) calculated with the help of Perl program, showing the probability of a replacement event (raw data) of an amino acid by another due to single base replacement (SBR) mutation. Color coding of the cells was done to show the nature/group to which the amino acid belongs as shown in the table below. 
As far as start and stop codons are concerned which are very crucial for any protein and mRNA sequence, it is observed that stop codons have second highest probability to remain same (stop codon) due to single base (=nucleotide) substitutions. Highest (equal) probability of conversion of stop codon is into Tyrosine and Tryptophan and after that is the probability of remaining a stop codon only. In the standard genetic codon usage, start codon AUG (encoding Methionine, M) is one of the least probable codon affected by single base substitution. Only codons for phenylalanine and tryptophan have comparable transition probabilities. Nature wise, any single base substitution in start codon leads to an amino acid in one of the three groups of amino acid -Non polar -Aliphatic, Aromatic or Basic-Positively charged. It is interesting to note that while a single base substitution in AUG may lead to one of the six amino acids, with highest probability of 0.33, the probability of any other codon changing into start codon is always less than or equal to 0.11, indicating that creation of new start codon is intrinsically less favored.
Discussion:
Codons show degeneracy for most amino acids as well as specificity for a few [5] . Owing to the equilibrium maintained in natural systems, there is symmetry in our observations too as per our results. Using a computational biology approach, we have shown that synonymous substitutions are more favored over non-synonymous ones from a bioinformatics/ computational biology approach. This further validates the pre-destined or directional nature of amino acid replacement due to single base substitutions. Our results also support earlier works on viral systems indicating that amino acid of similar nature replacing each other (synonymous substitutions) is more favored over non-synonymous substitution [15] . This further emphasizes trends indicated from our results that the probability of a non-polar converting into a polar amino acid is less as compared to that of conversion of non-polar to nonpolar amino acid and so on. This stands in support of various studies which depict radical changes (usually destabilizing the three dimensional structure) when in silico changes are done involving non-synonymous substitutions in amino acid sequences. For example, amino acids G, A,V, L, I, P are less probable to be replaced by S,T,C, M, N, Q which are polar in nature, i.e., amino acids of one group tend to be replaced by amino acids of similar nature (i.e. synonymous substitutions). This substantiate the fact that even though codon bias is widespread in organism but as resulting amino acids are mostly same or similar in nature, they are expected to not have any effect on protein structure and function conserving the protein family and preventing its evolution going abrupt. This also keeps the phylogenetic affinities and relationships sacrosanct.
Exceptions are also found but only in the case of Threonine. The calculated probability of SBRs in Threonine is not same in all replacements. From the calculated probabilities and the result output, it is observed that Threonine is the only amino acid with exceptions. Also, the question arises as to why only Threonine has different behavior? Threonine is encoded by only four codons and it shows the maximum replacements, even though there are some other amino acids which are encoded by more than 4 codons and still show comparatively less number of replacements. This is the second odd behavior shown by the Threonine. The probability of replacement of amino acid by itself is same irrespective of the number of replacements that particular amino acid have. On the basis of this observation it can be assumed that the amino acids are more probable to be replaced by themselves thereby, resisting for the functional defect in the amino acids sequence. But Methionine and Tryptophan are the two amino acids which cannot be replaced by themselves when SBR occur, this is due to the fact that both of these amino acids are encoded by a single codon. As previously mentioned regarding codon bias that some of the codons are used more commonly over others, our result shows that the SBR is directional with every amino acid liable to be replaced in a specific pre-defined style, therefore this may be one of the reasons responsible for more usage of some codons in comparison to others.
Conclusion:
Probability matrices for the amino acid substitutions have been made in the past by various workers but they were specific to a given protein sequence. It has been to our notice that similar, but not identical, matrices were derived in past based on experimental data which further strengthens present theoretical study. This work presents a novel matrix of amino acid substitutions as predicted by computational approach when single nucleotide substitution takes place. A probability matrix for the genetic codons and the resultant amino acids shows that synonymous changes are more favored over non-synonymous ones. However, the major finding of this work is that when a single base substitution takes place, the probability of outcome varies for different residues and as expected, the one with highest probability gets more often selected over others setting the stage for a direction change of course due to SNS rather than being random. This directional change drifts evolution of the protein structure and function toward an evolutionarily favored state. In this way, we have tried to model the nature of the substitutions whether synonymous or non-synonymous and found it to be directional rather than being very random. As the mandate of the work was to understand the standard genetic codon usage and not the mitochondrial one per se, therefore Mitochondrial Codon system was out of scope of this work. Still, from the trends of [16], we hypothesize that mitochondrial codon system will not be different, but that as of now remains yet to be figured out. We plan to take up the utility of this work beyond the standard genetic codon usage systems as a future work. This work may form ground for further research in this relatively unexplored area eventually enabling us to predict more accurate phylogenetic relationships. Also, in studies pertaining to estimation of rate and nature of recombination in plant and animal viral systems this study has a lot to offer.
